PAOLO’S SIGNATURE COCKTAILS
PAOLORITA - 8
Paolo’s Signature Frozen Italian Margarita
*Chambord Swirl add $2.00

CUCUMBER PAOLOTINI - 12
Hendricks Gin, Lime Juice, Simple Syrup,
Muddled Cucumber, Mint Sprig

MEDITERRANEAN MAI TAI - 12
Bacardi Rum, Myers Dark Rum, Pineapple
Juice, Orange Juice, Luxardo Maraschino
Liquor, Cherry

LE COMOPOLITAN - 11
Absolute Citron Vodka, Cointreau, Cranberry
Juice, Lime Juice, Simple Syrup, Lemon Twist.

THE GOD FATHER - 11
Amaretto Disaronno, Johnnie Walker Black,
Cherry Herring

ESPRESSOTINI - 12
Tia Maria Dark Liquor, Tito’s Vodka, Espresso,
Cocoa Powder Rim

PAOLO’S ITALIAN RED SANGRIA - 9
Italian Red Wine, Assorted Fruit, Simple
Syrup, Orange Juice, Cinnamon, Brandy

PAOLO’S CLASSIC NEGRONI- 12
Bombay Sapphire Gin, Carpano Antica Sweet
Vermouth, Campari, Orange

PAOLO’S ITALIAN WHITE SANGRIA - 9
Italian White Wine, Assorted Fruit, Simple
Syrup, Pineapple Juice, Brandy, Splash of Soda

SEASONAL SELECTION FROZEN COCKTAIL:

AMARETTO IN THE RYE – 11
Wild Turkey Rye, DiSaronno, Lemon Juice,
Simple Syrup, Shaken with Fresh Basil

PAOLOLINI - 8
Paolo’s Signature Frozen Peach Bellini
*Chambord Swirl add $2.00
PAOLO’S FROZE - 8
Our exclusive frozen rosé cocktail

ITALIAN WHITE WINES

(Glass/Bottle)

2014 PIAZZO, CHARDONNAY, PIEDMONT DOC

9/32

Strong and fragrant with hint of peaches, mint, green apple, and citrus. Pairs wonderfully with soups and seafood.

2016 FANTINEL, PINOT GRIGIO, FRIULI, ITALY

9/32

Beautiful straw-yellow color with a coppery edge. The bouquet has hints of citrus fruit which evolve into an even more
mature bouquet with time. It has a pleasantly dry and slightly tannic taste that soothes the palate.

2015 TERREDORA DIPAOLO, IRPINIA , FALAGHIN A, ITALIA

12/42

Opens with a light, floral nose, introducing rich yellow fruit flavors to the palate, finishing with gentle persistence.

2015 NALS MARGREID, PINOT GRIGIO, ALTO ADIGE IGT

13/46

Delicate aromas that recall spring wild flower, orchard fruit, herb and crushed rock lead the nose on this structured
white. Aged partly in large casks, the round, full-bodied palate offers ripe pear, nectarine and a flinty mineral note while
fresh acidity provides balance.

2012 PRUNOTTO, ROERO ARNEIS, PIEDMONT DOCG

48

Native to Roero, Arneis is one of the oldest Piedmonts white grapevines. This wine is well structured and fragrant with a
balanced acidity and a long finish that shows intense floral and fruity aromas.

SPARKLING WINES

(Bottle)

NV LA LUCA , PROSEC CO, ITAL IA ( 187ML/SPLIT)
10
Orchard fruits, a pale-yellow color and an off-dry style that pleases all sparkling wine lovers.
2015 RICOSSA, MOSCATO D’ASTI , PIEDMONT, ITALIA
11/38
Sweet, aromatic, and slightly sparkling. The taste, pleasantly sweet and fresh due to the low alcohol content and
correct acidity, is smooth and rich with musky sensations typical of the Muscat grape.
NV FANTINEL, PROSECCO DOC, FRIULI, ITALIA
34
Beautiful straw yellow color, accompanied by a fruity bouquet with hints of golden apples. Aromatic in taste, filling the
mouth with flavors of both fruit and minerality, finishing with finesse.
2016 CANELLA, PROSECCO SUPERIORE DOCG, VALDOBBIADENE, PROSECCO, IT ALIA 54
Brilliant straw yellow in color with persistent perlage and characteristically fruity aromas. Fresh yet mellow on the
palate.

OTHER WHITES AND ROSÉS

(Glass/Bottle)

2017 AND WHY AM I MR. PINK ? ROSE OF SANGIOVESE, COLUMBIA VALLEY, WA 9/32
A doted-on wine of the Underground Wine Project. A very appealing pale peach color, this wine brings aromas of
strawberry and cherry. The flavors are tart and decisive, with a lingering finish.
2016 KATE ARNOLD, SAUVIGNON BLANC, NAPA VALLEY , CA 9/32
Undeniable core of juicy grapefruit with lime peel, ripe green fig, fleeting black tea, and touches of fresh cut hay and
playful minerality.
2016 CROSSBARN, PAUL HOBBS, CHARDONNAY , SONOMA COAST, CA 11/38
Daffodil yellow with aromas of Bartlett pear, yellow peach, and citrus/yellow flowers. On the palate, there are flavors
of juicy pink lady apple, fresh guava, and apricot. The texture is creamy, energetic, long and salivating.
2014 MT. DIFFIC ULTY, ‘ROARING MEG’, RIESLING, CENTAL OTAGO, NEW ZEALAND
12/42
Excellent concentration of cool climate characters, clean citrus and wet stone with lovely elderflower floral aromas
adding complexity: the palate is dominated by succulent ripe citrus flavors. The wine is a medium-dry style with a
lovely backbone of natural acidity.
2013 QUPÉ BIEN NACIDO CHARDONNAY RESERVE, BLOCK 11, SANTA MARIA VALLEY, C A 58
Bright acidity, fine balance. Bien Nacido Y Block Chardonnay is barrel fermented in 25% new Burgundy barrels, which
frame the crisp apple and Asian pear flavors with a lovely savory, buttered toast finish.
2014 FLOWERS, CHARDONNAY , SONOMA COAST, CA 88
Enticing, airy aromas of lemon zest and lime blossom are brought back to earth with those of bayleaf and wet flint.
Fresh flavors of Asian pear and Honeycrisp apple are supported by abundant texture in the mid-palate. With vibrant
acidity, typical of the extreme Sonoma Coast, this Chardonnay finishes with length and elegance.

ITALIAN RED WINES

(Glass/Bottle)

9/32
Ruby red in color, relatively dry and balanced on the palate. Acidic yet smooth.
2014 CAVATINA, CHIANTI CLASSICO , RISERVA, DOCG

9/32
A ruby red with bold intensity. Notes of cherries and red fruit. Pairs excellently with grilled or roasted meats.
2013 FUEDO SARTANNA ‘KIRKINTI’, NERO D’AVOLA, SICILY, ITALIA

10/34
Flavors of rich, ripe cherries and plums enriched by the smooth, deep structure. Long, velvety finish.
2015 BARONE FINI, MERLOT, TRENTINO, ITALIA

10/34
Medium-bodied, intriguing with scents of cedar and cherries, plus hints of mint and chocolate. Easy and
smooth on the palate, with fruit that is light and modestly tannic at the finish.
2008 LE BINE, RIPASSO, VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO SUPERIORE, ITALIA

2015 RUFFINO, IL DUCALE , TOSCANA, ITALIA 11/38

Elegant Tuscan blend with flavors of red cherry, plums, and hint of spice.
14/48
Aromas of underbrush, toast, truffle and ripe black-skinned fruit emerge in the glass. The forward palate
offers dried black cherry, espresso and oak-driven spice alongside dusty tannins that leave a drying finish.
2011 QUERCETO, CHIANTI RISERVA DOCG

15/52
Produced from the same grapes as our Brunello, but with a different vinification process. This youthful wine
possesses personality in abundance, typified by lively fruit, bright tannins, and a fresh appeal.
2013 LA MAGIA, ROSSO DI MONTALC INO DOC

2013 JOSETTA SAFF IRIO, BARBERA D’ALBA DOC 15/52
Dark ruby color with mixed cherry, pomegranate, dried rose. Fruits nicely balanced with vibrant acidity and
velvety tannins with sour cherry, pomegranate flavors with an appealing minerality and a giving finish.
36
Ruby red in color with garnet highlights; an intense, ethereal, complex and harmonious bouquet and a
lively, elegant, well-structured flavor with notes of small fruits and rich in austere, persistent tannins.
2011 DUCA DI SALAPARUTA, LAVICO , NERELLO MASCALESE IGT

58
A winemaking passion of twenty-six generations. Crafted from 90% Sangiovese and 10% Merlot, the wine
opens with a two-fold delivery of espresso and pressed red rose, giving it a rather unique personality. The
lingering finish is vibrant with a pleasing minerality.
2013 VILLA ANTINORI, C HIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA DOCG

86
Fresh, elegant and detailed, this red offers cherry, strawberry, floral, licorice, tar and tobacco aromas and
flavors. Firms up on the long finish, remaining fresh and complex. Best in 2018.
2010 MICHELE CHIARLO, BAROLO, DOCG

2012 CASA E. D I MIRAFIORE, BAROLO, DOCG 100

Aromas of rose petals and dried fruits give way to flavors of plum, black cherry, spice with tight grained
tannins and a firm structure and a long, complex finish.
2011 LA MAGIA, BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO, DOCG 100

Scorched earth, toasted nut, espresso, cured meat and baked plum aromas along with a hint of new leather.
The chewy palate doles out mature black cherry, and tobacco while, fine-grained tannins provide the frame.
2010 PEGRANDI, AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO , DOCG
112
Full-bodied yet delicate; elegant, fine-grained tannins with dark fruits and a hint of chocolate.

OTHER RED WINES (Glass/Bottle)
2015 MANIFESTO, ZINFANDEL , NAPA VALLEY, CA 9/32
Dark garnet color. Lively, fruity aromas of red plum, toasty vanilla, a crisp. Vanilla and oak in the finish.
2013 PARDUCCI, PETITE SIRAH, MENDOCINO COUNTY , CA 9/32
Dark ruby in color with aromas of cherry, blackberry, mint, and chocolate. Spicy, dark fruit flavors and supple tannins.
2015 CHATEAU MOULINAT, BORDE AUX, AP PELLATION D’ORIGIN E PROTEGEE 10/34
Intense aromas of red fruit and blackcurrant. Dense on the palate, finishing with smooth tannins.

2016 CAMBIATA, PINOT NOIR, SANTA LUCIA HIGHLANDS, CA 12/42
The nose is fresh, grape, spicy and earthy. The palate is full, round and lively with ample acidity.
2014 MOLLYDOOKER, THE SCOOTER , MERLOT, AUSTRALIA 14/48
Deep violet color, profound fruits. A bouquet of fresh plum and touches of caramel, leading the way to a silky mouth
feel, softened by red currants and subtle spice.
2016 FELINO , PAUL HOBBS, MALBEC , MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
14/48
Deep red color with violet and blue tones, aromas of white flowers and black fruits along with notes of white pepper
and cloves. Elegant and balanced, delighting the palate with hints of licorice and chocolate.
2014 RAYMOND SS, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, NORTH COAST, CA
14/48
Sommelier Selection is a full-bodied elegant wine brimming with flavors of blackberry, cherry and cassis.

14/48
32% Cabernet Franc, 26% Cabernet Sauvignon, 19% Merlot, 16% Malbec, 7% Petit Verdot
2014 HEARTLAND , SHIRAZ , LANGHORNE CREEK, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
15/52
2014 FAITHFUL HOUND, RED BL END, MULDERBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

Layered with textured dark fruits, slight spices, hint of pepper. Dense body with smooth finish.
2014 L’OLIVETO, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, SONOMA, CA
15/52
Crisp red currant confronts firm tannins and a medium-body, remaining bright and seamless on the palate. Generous
and lingering in the finish.
2014 RAMEY CLARET , RED BLEND, NAPA VALLEY, CA
62
Merlot, Malbec, Syrah, Petit Verdot and Cabernet Franc blend together with ease for this extremely smooth, mediumbodied red. Hints of spice and subtle tannins.
2014 BRAMARE, VINA COBOS, LUJAN DE CUYO, MENDOZA 64
Silky on the palate, with full, sweet tannins; notes of plumb, berries, and cassis. Youthful with a long finish.
2013 CLOS PEGASE CABERNET SAUVIGNON, NAPA VALLEY, CA
66
Intense dark fruit with notes of ripe black cherry, blackberry and plum framed by dark chocolate graphite violets and
a touch of incense smoke. Striking breadth of mouthfeel with mid-palate weight and a lengthy exotic fruit finish.
2013 SIXTEEN APPELLATIONS, NAPA VALLEY, CA 68
Aromas of fresh ripe plum, balsamic reduction, espresso bean, and orange peel with a velvety, vibrant, fruity mediumto-full body; chewy tannins and a smooth, moderate oak finish.
2011 CASAJUS, TEMPRANILLO, RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN 74
With a black color and deep, resiny aromas of baking spices and black fruits, this Tempranillo carries plenty of weight
and tannic bite. Flavors of earth, oak, loamy plum and blackberry finish, with tasteful spice.
2015 STAG’S LEAP, ARTEMIS, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, NAPA VALLEY, CA
84
This Artemis Cabernet Sauvignon offers inviting aromas of black cherry and plum with hints of vanilla. On the palate,
the wine has a soft entry with ripe mixed berry and plum flavors. Medium-bodied with satin tannins.
2011 CROCUS, MALBEC DE CAHORS, APPELLA TION CAHORS CONTR ÔLÉE , FRANCE 88
An intense Malbec with aromas of red cherry, blueberry, rose petal, ripe Italian plum and spice box. Cascading flavors
of black cherry, red plum, milk chocolate, hints of butterscotch and star anise, supported by fine-grained tannins.
2015 PAUL HOBBS, PINOT NOIR, RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY , SONOMA COUNTY, CA 120
Rich, dark fruits dominate the palate, with accents of red fruit and rich undertones of white pepper and nutmeg. Finegrained tannins and fresh acidity add tension, accentuating the flavors and velvet mouth-feel for an elegant finish.
2014 PAUL HOBBS , CABERNET SAUVIGNON, NAPA VALLEY , CA
134
Deep crimson in color, this wine unfolds its own depths beginning with aromas of lavender and black fruits; the palate
fills the mouth with boysenberry, red currant, and cassis. Velvet tannins, full, rich body. A red-drinker’s dream.

BEER
DOMESTIC BOTTLES
Bud Light
Miller Lite
Coors Light
Michelob Ultra
Ziegenbock
Shiner Bock
Blue Moon

CRAFT & SPECIALTY
BOTTLES
Shock Top
Fort Collins
5.00
Moose Drool
Missoula
5.00
Pipeline Porter Kona, Hawaii
5.00
Eastciders Orig. Austin
5.00
Yellow Rose IPA Magnolia
6.00
Seasonal Craft Selection Mkt Price

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
4.00
4.00

IMPORT BOTTLES
Peroni (Italy)
Moretti (Italy)
Dos XX (Mexico)
Stella Artois (Belgium)

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

